Dear Albert,

I have been in the field for past three weeks and only received your letter today. Am returning to KC tomorrow. Would it be OK if Eve and I came to see you on July 23rd for 2-3 days?

We have a number of people here that we tested against St. Louis + WEE last year. We were positive — I can bring sera from these & perhaps you would care to run them with your haemagglut tests and see if they are similar. Do you think this is worthwhile?

Hamman has promised since I can send sera to test against Jap. B — wants to compare it with our results & then be published.

As regards the human studies — we have a paper almost completed — can we have a copy in a couple of weeks, although it will take some time to get it published.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

IN REPLYING, ADDRESS THE

[Address]

USPHS

CDC

July 10, 1986

[Signature]